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Fix List for MONITOR version 7.5.12 

 

General 

 JLIN-9MPFZH - If you right clicked on a Document viewing button and selected Link document, the linking 
could disappear after saving the link. 

 SHYS-9NLD59 - News: The export of the Intrastat report complies with SCB’s new reporting service IDEP-
WEB. 

 FOHN-9NSHHK - News: The Rasterex viewer is updated from version 14.1.251 to 14.1.263. Please note 
that a new client installation is necessary. This only applies to systems with the supplement Document 
Viewer. 

 SSÖG-9P3BXZ - Customer/supplier specific EDI-links with id higher than 65 under Extra info didn’t work, 
the default link from the EDI Links procedure was always used. 

 JEDS-9PEHRD - It wasn’t possible to choose orientation on printouts if you used Microsoft printer dialogue 
when you printed lists. 

 AFOG-9PGN7P - Monitor Backup could get stuck when it tried to close the Test company, if the Test 
company wasn’t started when you copied from Actual to Test. 

 AFOG-9PNDDW - The Register Invoices Directly, Package Management, Register Nonconformity and Import 

EDI Order Responses procedure gave empty rows in the File menu section Last used procedures. 

Manufacturing 

 JLÖR-8D2HRM - Only the last tool in the Calibration Basis procedure got correct status when Purchase 
order for calibration was created. 

 FPEN-9CDGVK - If you linked a document to a pre-calculation in the Pre-Calculation procedure, you 
couldn’t see the document under the button Saved calc. in the Part Info procedure. 

 FPEN-9E5CZC - The Rejection List procedure, classified on Work center closed down with a program error if 
you used the cost calculation distributed per operation. 

 KJAN-9GUDXF - The EDI export from the Print Delivery Schedules – Subcontract procedure has now been 
changed in order to correspond to the printout form in the same procedure both concerning background 
functionality and also in the amount of displayed data. The printout form was modified in version 7.5.8 of 
MONITOR. 

 JLÖR-9GWGWG - If you used the time unit qty/hrs in the Preparation procedure and used default Setup 
time on a Work center, you got a negative Setup time when you added a new operation in the Preparation. 

 CSIG-9HEHEF - Fictitious Parts times were incorrectly added if you used Time formulas in the Product 
configurator. 

 CSIG-9J7CZS - Tool purchase generated in the Reorder Point List procedure wasn’t displayed in the 
Planning tab in the Tool Info procedure. 

 JLIN-9NMC8C - If you in the Material Reporting procedure only reported Rejects the first time reportings 
were made on the material, no cost was included in the Post-Calculation. 

 JLIN-9NTALV - Negative balances on incorporated parts could during certain circumstances occur in the 
Arrival Reporting – Subcontract procedure, even if the Setting "Check if balance is negative during 
reporting?" was activated. 

 JLIN-9NVAF8 - It wasn’t possible to enter 12 characters in the Location field in the Physical Inventory of 
Tools procedure. 
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 JLIN-9NVC4X - It wasn’t possible to save both quantity and location in the Physical Inventory List of Tools 
procedure. 

 JLIN-9NYAVK - During certain circumstances it was possible to save in the Comprehensive Reporting 
procedure, even if the Setting "Check if balance is negative during reporting?" was activated. 

 MWIK-9NYGQA - The Material Clearance procedure now will warn if a material is blocked for withdrawal. 
I.e. it will not be blocked; just information indicating that it will not be possible to make reportings later. 

 JLIN-9PAC2E - Subcontract costs could during certain circumstances be doubled in the Post-Calculation 
procedure. 

Purchase 

 MARN-92HHYW - Staggered prices weren’t displayed under the Prices button in the Update Supplier 
procedure. 

 BKNN-9HUD39 - If you used the supplement EIM Filing, it wasn’t possible to export supplier invoices if the 
supplier name consisted of more than 35 characters. 

 KFTM-9N49SY - An error message was displayed when you made a printout of a scanned Supplier invoice 
in the Register Supplier Invoice procedure. This error could occur if the Settings "Allow registration of 
invoices for several simultaneous users?" and "Include consecutive no in the printout" were activated. 

 SHYS-9NJFTK - It wasn’t possible to make a set-off on an On account payment, if the setting Authorize for 
Payment was activated in the Register Supplier procedure. 

 LREM-9NR8YJ - It was possible to delete a Purchase order that was linked to a Supplier invoice. 

 SHYS-9P2BMR - News: A new international payment format for the bank group OP Pohjola, SEPA Finland is 
implemented. 

 SHYS-9P3FDZ - Many adjustments/corrections are made in the file format and transaction list for Nordea’s 
payment format CFP (Corporate File Payments). The confirmation file (Debit Advice) is adjusted so you can 
import both the Domestic- and International payment files in the Confirmation LB/FB procedure. Both the 
Domestic- and International payment files shall be imported by using the FB alternative in the procedure. 

 JLIN-9P4ANY - It wasn’t possible to analyze advised Purchase orders in the Flow Analysis – Purchase 
procedure. 

 GÅNY-9PABWR - MONITOR would shut down with a program error if you in the Update Supplier procedure 
changed currency on a supplier with a supplier linked price on a part. 

Sales 

 SHYS-9CRKJG - If you had created a Credit invoice and Debit invoice was created in another Warehouse, 
part balance differences occurred between the warehouses. 

 LREM-9FTH5C - Now the Intrastat Export report will be sorted the same way as the Intrastat Import report. 

 CSIG-9GWHUP - Opt. alt. sel. Text in configurations was loaded from the Part if you used Save as… on 
quote/order and quote to order. This error could only occur in systems with the supplement Product 
Configurator. 

 CSIG-9JEAUG - If you had very long Price formulas in the Product Configurator, it took long time to open 
the tooltip with the formula when you registered an order. For performance reasons, the tooltip only 
displays the formulas first 150 characters. 

 AFOG-9MXKTA - It wasn’t possible to deselect calculation of volume when you calculated Loading meters in 
the Package size window in the Print Shipping Documents procedure. 

 CSIG-9N5B4U - A program error occurred in the Customer Order Transfer if a text variable contained more 
characters than a text row could contain.  Customer Order Transfer is a supplement to MONITOR. 
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 KFTM-9NEBPM - If you set-off a Supplier invoice against a Customer invoice, there could be a minor round 
off error on the Coding. This could occur if the invoice was in another currency than the Company currency. 

 ÖBRN-9NLB9L - The following applies to systems used in Poland: Sometimes a difference of 0,01 PLN could 
occur in the accounts receivables/accounting compared to the amount on the invoice. This difference could 
come about when the invoice was in foreign currency and contained VAT. Many adjustments have been 
made in the system to manage this, e.g. in the following procedures: Print Invoices, Print EDI Invoices, 

Accounts Receivable Ledger and Register Payments. The Register Incoming Payments and Incoming 
Payment List procedure are now blocked for usage in Poland, because these procedures cannot manage the 
adjustments made. 

 AFOG-9NLJ4H - The e-mail address on Delivery notes could be remaining from the last delivery made in 
the Delivery Reporting procedure. 

 JLIN-9NRGHL - The Delivery List procedure only changed status to 4 on the first order when you had 
printed the Pick list, if the Setting "Print Pick List will generate order status 'Delivery note printed'?" was 
activated. 

 LREM-9NTFWB - Credit invoices weren’t displayed with a negative amount in list type Standard with Show 
invoiced selected in the Print Invoicing Plan procedure. 

 KFTM-9NUFVL - It was possible to delete a Customer order that had an Invoicing plan in progress. 

 AFOG-9NZA5C - The phrases Shipper and Receiver on the tabs under Extra information in the Print 
Shipping Documents procedure are changed to Shipping parties and Receiving parties. 

 JLÖR-9P9AUZ - List type Blanket order was incorrectly summed up in the Order List – Sales procedure. 

 AFOG-9PEAYS - If you both used Pacsoft and printouts from MONITOR for shipments, the characters å, ä 
and ö was missing on printouts made in MONITOR after printout by Pacsoft. This was caused by incorrect 
set of characters used in the printer. 

 SSÖG-9PEGET - If there was a zero (0) in the Delivered qty field on an imported Delivery schedule in the 
Import EDI Delivery Schedules procedure, imported quantity was unnecessarily displayed in red. 

 AFOG-9PJHL6 - The file wasn’t imported if you used Automatic MEDI with the option UTF-8 or UTF-16LE in 
the EDI Links procedure. 

 SSÖG-9PM8VV - It wasn’t possible to save an order again, in the Register Customer Order procedure, if the 
order was imported and had incorporated Fictitious part rows from the file. 

 FOHN-9PNJN7 - News: The new routing code DSV version 141013 is implemented. 

Inventory 

 CSIG-9LGCU7 - A program error occurred in the CDT Check Delivery Times procedure from Customer 
orders with Configured parts. 

 MWIK-9PMAL6 - News: In the Update Part - Inventory procedure it’s now possible to save decimals as 
default value on a Variable that shall be used in the Product Configurator. 

Workshop Info 

 JLIN-8RXHYF - If an employee recorded setup time in the Recording Terminal procedure, time outside the 
scheduled time wasn’t registered on the order. 

 JLIN-9MSCP4 - Three corrections regarding control against negative balance are made in the Recording 
Terminal procedure. The program shut down with a program error if you added material. Parts with 
alternate unit could be blocked even if the balance was enough. If you decreased the reported quantity on 
the material that lacks balance, you couldn’t make the reporting anyway. 

 JLIN-9NBJ3V - The Report Work procedure made an incorrect reporting when you released a standby work 
for an employee that was clocked out with an absence code. 

 JLIN-9NZA7G - Comments weren’t displayed if you selected show Work recording in the Recording List 
procedure. 
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 JLIN-9PHAPQ - Data in the Goods location field was deleted on the operation that was active when the 
employee clocked OUT in the Recording Terminal procedure. 

Accounting 

 LREM-9N79ET - The Created date was displayed instead of the Voucher date under the heading Income in 
the Project Summary procedure. 

 ÖBRN-9NS9TH - AutoAllocations against projects didn’t work properly in the Register Supplier Invoice 
procedure. 

 ÖBRN-9NSA6E - There could be a small round off error on AutoAllocations in the Register Vouchers 
procedure. 

 ÖBRN-9P3HZ3 - If you used the adaptation 171 (Poland), an arithmetical error occurred if you used Cost 
centers in the accounting. 

 KFTM-9PFC8N - AutoAllocations didn’t work in the Scheduled Depreciation procedure. 

General Settings 

 AFOG-9JFGY9 - In the Terms and Conditions procedure all fields except Terms of delivery will be locked for 
editing when you open a translated language code on the Terms of delivery tab.  

 MPEN-9NSDQK - The internal communication setting for the SMS service "Robert" is changed. The service 
supplier has changed SMTP domain (SMS Gateway) from @robert.se to @sms.goodsys.se. They have also 
changed their name to "Good Systems". 

Electronic Invoice Management 

 BKNN-9BAJZP - It wasn’t possible to rotate an Invoice in the supplement EIM Filing. 

 LREM-9NRGJQ - The rotation feature of TIF files with annotations is improved in MONITOR EIM. 

Management Accounting 

 ÖBRN-9NZHWN - Incorrect Standard price could be coded for Configured parts in the Posterior Coding 
procedure. This could occur if you made a negative reporting of operations and moved a finished part from 
Finished stock to WIP. The Parts Standard price was coded instead of the Configured standard price. 

 ÖBRN-9P3JG3 - An adjustment is made in the Posterior coding of the Invoicing log. If Customer group was 
selected as Other terms in the Update Coding Method procedure, the records were coded according to the 
Customer group in the Customer register instead of the Customer group on the Invoice. 

 LREM-9P9JFR - It could take long time to reset the ledger in the Print Log Ledger procedure. 

 ÖBRN-9PHDKE - Incorrect Standard price could be coded for Configured parts in the Posterior Coding 
procedure. This could occur after use of the Undo Delivery Reporting procedure when the same Part 
number existed several times on the same order. 

Product Configurator 

 CSIG-9BUDHU - It wasn’t possible to change a Selection in a Selection group of the type Optional in the 
Product Configurator. 

 CSIG-9NK9ZH - When a configured Customer order with a linked Manufacturing order was saved, the error 
message "An item with the same key has already been added." could sometimes be displayed. The Product 
configurator is a supplement to MONITOR. 
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Business Intelligence 

 BKNN-9HDHJB - It wasn’t possible to log on as ADMIN in MONITOR BI if it was impossible to start the first 
company in the ini file. 

 BKNN-9NVD9Y - Scroll bar was missing when you selected User right groups for Users, if there were many 
User right groups to choose. 
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